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Behavioural Finance –
Active Management’s Next Frontier
Craig Basinger, Chris Kerlow, Derek Benedet, Shane Obata,
Active portfolio management, at its core, is the quest to outperform or beat the
market.
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While some active managers focus more on better controlling risk relative to a
passive index, the majority are trying to win by generating alpha. Alpha is simply
the difference between the portfolio’s return and its appropriate passive
benchmark.
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The strategies implemented by active managers in their search for alpha are very
diverse, to say the least. The one commonality is: managers are trying to own
companies that they believe are mispriced by the market and will outperform,
while attempting to not own (or short for those with the latitude) companies that
will underperform. This is a simplification of the complex portfolio management
process, but the crux is: active managers are attempting to find and profit from
mispriced companies.
The vast majority of active management approaches focus on the underlying
investment (logical right?). Fundamental approaches attempt to determine what a
company should be worth, and if it’s different than the market price, then see if
there is an opportunity. Quantitative methodologies determine factors that have
driven performance in the past and design portfolios around these factors (again
we are simplifying here). The quantitiative approach is trying to math it up and
solve the market. But the market changes based on the changing behaviour of
market participants (aka investors). This complicates things as a solution or
successful strategy today may not work tomorrow. This is why continued
outperformance proves so elusive.
Given market participants and their changing behaviours determine asset prices, it
is the next logical step for active managers to incorporate investors behaviour into
their process. Focus not just on the underlying investment, but the the impact of
behaviours of the market participants.
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Value, Growth and Quants
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Value focused active managers are trying to find companies the market is
neglecting, and based on their analysis, should be worth more. Active growth
managers are looking for companies that the market is mispricing due to
underappreciating its growth prospects. Both are running financial models that
calculate an intrinsic value for companies and buying those with the best upside
within their respective styles. And everyone likes a good Discounted Cash Flow
(DCF) model.
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Consider this: there is an average of 26 analysts covering the companies in the
S&P 100 and an average of 19 analysts covering TSX60 constituents (chart right).
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Add to these groups the buy side analysts who likely outnumber the sell-side analysts by a multiply. Each of these analysts likely
run detailed, well developed DCF models. Sorry research associates, they are usually the individuals updating these models, your
late hours may be in vain. You are trying to solve something that can’t be solved because human behaviour changes and this
changes share prices. With 50+ models, often with conflicting conclusions, how do you figure out which ones are right and which
are wrong. Good luck!

Quantitative portfolio management approaches differ somewhat. In most cases,
these attempt to harvest a certain factor or combination of factors that have shown
some efficacy in beating the market.
An example could be targeting value factors, such as low price-to-earnings and low
price-to-book. Instead of designing individual company models, they build
portfolios of companies that score well based on these factors. This approach
supposes that the selected factor or factors will continue to work in the future.
Many speak of the ‘value premium’, value factors that have historically
shown to outperform. However, this implies the factor will remain
constant or a reliable source of alpha. We would challenge this thinking
because, if more managers and capital is committed to this approach, the
alpha will be shared across more managers, reducing the benefit to each
manager. Sharing is good, but not when it comes to alpha.

Value won from early 1970s till mid
2000s and since then it has been
growth - nothing is contant and the
market changes
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Don’t get us wrong, fundamental research and model development does provide a
social benefit. It does increase market efficiency, price discovery and provide more
accurate pricing of assets. But, if you believe this is an edge to outperform the
market and other managers, you may want to reconsider, even if you believe you
have the ‘best’ model ever.
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Value dominated growth in most years from 1974 till the mid 2000s (top
200
chart). But remember that value managers, both fundamental and quant
100
based, were not plentiful in the 1970s and 1980s. Could this scarcity of
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value managers during this time period be one of the reasons for the
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Behavioral Finance
strong outperformance? There are many value managers today, and
from a style perspective they have been lagging. This seems to suggest that the changing behavior of the market participants, has
changed the market.
To beat the market, you need to not just have a good process, but also be different. If most are focused on value, or dividends, or
growth, being part of the herd is an easy path to herd like performance and we know that the herd rarely wins.
The second chart is based on Bloomberg classifications of style for funds available in Canada. There are many value, growth and
dividends funds…..and only one behavioural finance based fund.

The Market is a Social Science, and is not Solvable
While we are fans of math, investing is actually more of a social science, not a hard science. Physics is a hard science, that is
based on usually testable theories, quantifiable and with accurate models. Social sciences are more the study of human society
and social relationships. Given investors actually change behaviour and those changing behaviours change the market, this makes
models based only on numbers less reliable. This is why portfolio managers are often less accurate than meteorologists. Both
have to deal with predicting very complex systems with many moving parts. But the weather person’s forecast cannot change the
weather. If they say it will rain and everyone brings an umbrella to work, this doesn’t change the probability of rain. If a portfolio
manager or market forecaster says its going to ‘rain’ and everyone behaves differently, the market itself will change.
Portfolio Management Implications – If you agree that active portfolio management is the quest to find and profit from mispriced
assets, managers should start to focus more on the behaviour of agents or market participants (aka other investors). In many cases
the emotionally driven behavioural mistakes of other investors can create mispriced assets. This can take the form of recency bias,
placing too much importance on what has just occurred over a longer term perspective. Or herd behaviour around trendy thematics.
We are not saying traditional approaches are in their twilight, instead they should evolve to directly incorporate behavioural
mistakes. As the manager of the only Behavioural Finance fund in Canada, perhaps we are not objective. But we are certainly not
part of the herd.
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Charts are sourced to Bloomberg unless otherwise noted. Growth vs Value is based on S&P 500 Growth & Value Indices. # of
funds based on Bloomberg Fund Screen
This publication is intended to provide general information and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or
purchase of any securities. Past performance of securities is no guarantee of future results. While effort has been made to compile
this publication from sources believed to be reliable at the time of publishing, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is
made as to this publication’s accuracy or completeness. The opinions, estimates and projections in this publication may change at
any time based on market and other conditions, and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility. This publication
does not have regard to the circumstances or needs of any specific person who may read it and should not be considered specific
financial or tax advice. Before acting on any of the information in this publication, please consult your financial advisor. Richardson
GMP Limited is not liable for any errors or omissions contained in this publication, or for any loss or damage arising from any use
or reliance on it. Richardson GMP Limited may as agent buy and sell securities mentioned in this publication, including options,
futures or other derivative instruments based on them.
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